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IMPORTANT 

International employers have time only until 18 September 2016 to 

report postings to the State Labour Inspection that commenced 

prior to 18 June 2016. By this same deadline they should ensure 

that the posted employee’s documentation is stored in Poland. 

 

New duties for international employers posting employees to 

Poland 

 

The new act on posting employees in the framework of the 

provisions of services of 18 June 2016 introduces new obligations 

contemplated by Directive 2014/67/EU. This act primarily pertains 

to international employers who post employees to work in Poland. 

It does not exert any impact on the hiring of foreigners by Polish 

employers in Poland. 

 
 

22 September 2016  

Thursday breakfast on 

Global Mobility 

You are invited to a 

breakfast devoted to the 

fiscal aspects of posting 

employees. Moderator: 

Kazimierz Romaniec, legal 

advisor, head of the tax and 

sports practice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 CHANGES TO LEGAL ACTS 

 

Karolina Schiffter 

Advocate, senior associate, manages the 

department of immigration practice and posting 

of workers, including global mobility. She also 

has extensive experience in individual and 

collective labour law. 

EVENTS 

Dear Readers,  

 

enclosed please find the post-holiday edition of our newsletter. Regarding your holiday plans, we 

are intentionally sending you the August issue a little bit later. We have devoted it entirely to issues 

related to Global Mobility. The number of employers posting employees abroad is constantly rising. 

We have also observed that Polish businesses are more and more frequently willing to hire 

foreigners. The amendments of regulations are caused by the situation in the labour market and 

new requirements of the European Union. In June of this year, the act on posting employees within 

the framework of providing services took force, and as of the new year the rules for hiring seasonal 

employees and citizens of our neighbors to the east, including Ukrainian nationals, will change. You 

will find information concerning these changes in this newsletter. 

We invite you to attend some events related to Global Mobility our law firm is planning in the fall. 

You will find the relevant details in the column on the right side of this newsletter. 

 

Best wishes and good reading. 

Adv. Karolina Schiffter 
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September - December 

2016  

Masters of Employment 

Law 

In the fall of this year, our 

fifth Masters of Employment 

Law will commence - this is 

a training programme 

created with persons in 

mind who are practically 

involved in labour law. We 

dedicate these training 

sessions, in particular,  

to HR directors and 

managers as well as people 

who manage employees. 

 

PUBLICATIONS 

Immigration Guide 

 

 
 
Immigration Guide has been 

written by experts belonging 

to lus Laboris,  

including experts from 

Raczkowski Paruch. It 

contains an overview of the 

requirements to hire 

immigrants in 42 

jurisdictions in Europe, the 

Americas and Asia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more information, 

please contact  

us at the following address: 

marketing@raczkowski.eu    

 

According to the new act, a foreign employer who posts 

employees to Poland is obligated to designate a person residing  

in Poland authorised to represent the employer in contacts with 

the State Labour Inspection (PIP) and to notify PIP of posting 

employees at the latest on the date of commencing the posting, 

stating among others the data of the foreign employer, the 

personal data of the posted employees, the anticipated date of 

commencing and ending the posting and the nature of the 

services provided in Poland that justify the posting.  

 

Moreover, it is obligated to ensure during the term of posting the 

storage of documentation in Poland concerning the posted 

employees (in particular, their working time and salary payments) 

and to furnish them to PIP within 5 business days from receipt of 

a request. After completion of the posting, for another 2 years it 

should furnish documents to PIP within 15 business days from 

receipt of a request. 

 

Foreign employers who as of the effective date of this act (18 

June 2016) had already posted employees to Poland should 

comply with these obligations within 3 months from the effective 

date of this act, i.e. 18 September 2016. 

 

New types of work permits from 1 January 2017 

 

The Ministry of Family, Labour and Social Policy is devising  

a draft amendment to the Act on Promoting Employment and 

Labour Market Institutions and other acts to introduce, among 

others, two new types of work permits: a seasonal work permit 

and a short-term work permit. The new regulations are supposed 

to take force on 1 January 2017. At the same time, the procedure 

for registering declarations on the intention to engage a foreigner 

to work in the labour office will be discontinued. 

 

Seasonal work permits will be available solely in agriculture, 

gardening and tourism. They will be issued for a maximum term 

of 8 months. It will be necessary to conduct what is referred to as 

a prior labour market test, i.e. to obtain the regional labour offices 

opinion on the inability to satisfy the employer’s staffing needs on 

the basis of the Polish labour market. 

 

Short-term work permits will be available for jobs not subject to 

seasonal work permits but only for foreigners from six countries 

(including Ukraine, Belarus and Russia) – these permits will 

replace the current procedure involving the registration of 

declarations of intent to engage a foreigner to work. 
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A short-term work permit will be issued for  

a maximum period of 6 months in a calendar 

year. The procedure for its issuance will be 

simplified (e.g. no requirement to run a labour 

market test); however, an employer applying for 

this permit will have to demonstrate the 

satisfaction of certain conditions (in principle 

that it has been in business for at least 12 

months or that it has employed at least one 

employee under an employment contract for at 

least three months). 

 

Another important change will be the 

introduction of an andditional condition of 

issuing a work permit if the requirement to 

perform a labour market test is aplicable. The 

public authority that issues the permit will be 

obligated to verify whether the foreigner 

actually meets the requirements specified by 

the employer when conducting the labour 

market test. In practice, this additional 

requirement may extend the duration of the 

proceedings to issue a work permit. 

 

Transborder enforcement of penalties for 

breaching the regulations on posting 

employees 

 

As of 18 June 2016, in connection with the 

effective date of the Act of 10 June 2016  

on Posting Employees, the public authorities of 

other EU member states may send the request 

to enforce the penalty to PIP for breaches of 

regulations on posting employees committed 

outside Poland. PIP then checks the request 

formally and assesses whether the decision to 

impose a penalty breaches the fundamental 

principles of legal order in the Republic of 

Poland. If it identifies any irregularities, it 

returns the request to the foreign public 

authority (it is also possible to return the 

request if the amount of the penalty is under 

EUR 350). 

If this request does not contain any 

irregularities, PIP will notify the employer 

thereof within a month. If the employer fails to 

remit the penalty voluntarily, PIP will refer the 

case to the tax office to efforce the peialty. It is 

worth emphasising that neither PIP nor the tax 

office investigates the of merits the decision 

made by the foreign public authority to impose 

the penalty (save for the assessment of its 

compliance with the fundamental principles  

of Polish legal order to eliminate cases  

of exceptionally flagrant irregularity). To 

challenge an imposed penalty the Polish 

employer in question must directly approach 

the competent authority in the country in which 

this penalty is imposed and proceed according 

to the regulations governing the appellate 

procedure in that country. In this case, the 

foreign public authority should notify PIP that 

an appeal has been lodged so that it can 

suspend the enforcement proceedings  

in progress in Poland. 
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“Sealing up the tax system” in the draft changes to the personal and corporate income tax 

laws  

 

The latest draft changes to PIT and CIT laws also contain amendments to regulations whose 

purpose is to seal up the tax system by: 

 more precisely stating or introducing a catalogue of cases in which the income of a taxpayer 

subject to limited tax liability is deemed to be earned “in the territory of the Republic of 

Poland” (among others revenues on securities and financial derivatives that are not 

securities but have been admitted for public trading in Poland), 

 more precisely stating regulations concerning the determination of tax deductible costs in the 

event of disposal of equity interests (shares) in an acquiring company or a newly-formed 

company, referring to the notion of “annihilation” of the rights incorporated in equity interests 

(shares) by stipulating that it also applies to a reduction in the nominal value of equity 

interests (shares), 

 more precisely stating the prerequisite of there being justified economic causes for the 

possibility of utilizing preferential taxation in business combinations and spinoffs and 

extension of the scope of applicability of this condition to include share swaps to curtail the 

application of preferential taxation rules on share swaps, 

 more precisely stating the condition for applying a withholding tax exemption for interest  

and license fees, among others, received by the recipient thereof if it is simultaneously the 

beneficial owner, namely the entity receiving a given amount for its own benefit that is not an 

intermediary, agent, trustee or some other entity legally or factually obligated to transfer this 

amount in its entirety or in part to some other person or entity, 

 specifying the rule of determining the income from subscribing for equity interests (shares) in 

a company in exchange for a non-pecuniary contribution-in-kind in some other form than an 

enterprise or an organized part thereof that contrary to the status quo will not be the nominal 

value of this contribution-in-kind but the value specified in the agreement or some similar 

document, where it is not below market value. 

 DRAFT AMENDMENTS TO LEGAL ACTS 

 

Legal advisor who oversees the tax and sports law practice  

in our law firm. He has extensive experience in tax advisory services  

when it comes to hiring employees and managers in business entities. 

Kazimierz Romaniec 


